SPRING STYLE AT MILSOM PLACE
Make Milsom Place your first stop to refresh your seasonal wardrobe with
fabulous florals, on trend style and outfits for any occasion. Accessorise with
shoes by Chanii B or Seven Boot Lane and contemporary jewellery from
Quadri to complete your look for Spring 2017.
Hobbs SS17 collection is both a celebration of the past and a nod to the future with
a hand-smocked take on the trench coat which sits perfectly alongside a crisp white
shirt with cut out detailing and voluminous sleeves. A tonal, earthy palette of ochre,
burgundy and khaki mimics the paint pots of a landscape-artist. Tailoring and
versatile separates are a blank canvas for the wardrobe, creating a curated and
timeless collection – perfect for anytime, anywhere and any occasion. Frilled skirts
and fluid wide-leg trousers are styled with structured jackets and coats as a
contemporary nod to the season’s key trends.
Hobbs welcomes the return of their “By Invitation” label; an ethereal and feminine
collection of dresses that will perfectly suit romantic summer events. The collection is
youthful and ‘pretty in pink’, featuring hand-painted falling floral prints and motifs.
The cherry blossom print is a signature element and inspired by a vintage Japanese
Kimono discovered by Hobbs creative team. The English cherry blossom, the first
flower of spring, is seen on beautiful, delicate silks, with floating silhouettes and
intricate hand painted designs and embroidery. Stunning shapes and gentle
necklines bring fairytale elements to each dress.
Picking up on the current trend for pastoral folksy florals, Cath Kidston launches its
latest pretty florals and novelty prints for SS17. The Painted Posy dress with cap
sleeves is easy to wear or, if you want to strike a pose at a summer barbeque, check
out the block stripe sleeveless dress in a super flattering shape. For a prim and
proper moment, the pale pink ruffle shirt teams with jeans or can dress up a skirt.

Soft cottons and jersey prints are the go-to summer wardrobe at Cath Kidston,
teamed with coordinated cardigans and cute accessories like the jasmine ditsy
plimsols and handy foldaway party shoes.
Enduring design and beautiful style underpin the SS17 collection at Seven Boot
Lane reflected in their signature suede ankle boots, luxurious espadrilles and
sophisticated sandals. Key transitional pieces include smart ankle boots and neat
slip-ons in soft unlined leathers. Sandals are shaped to the natural contour of the
foot with smart detailing making them an everyday essential that are both
comfortable and stylish with on trend textures like the flower snake print leather.
Espadrilles on a natural rope wedge are fully lined for gentle wear in chalky hues of
blush pink, cool ocean blue and sharp metallic. Look ahead to a summer of relaxed
style with Seven Boot Lane, dressing up your summer wardrobe with inspired
design, playful colours and careful detailing.
It is attention to detail that showcases the Phase Eight unique design aesthetic.
Print lovers will be spoilt for choice with fabrics taking inspiration from vintage pieces.
This season’s colour palette ranges from inky watercolours to bold jewel tones
bringing a stunning collection of stylish and relevant pieces to cover any occasion.
Striking silhouettes can be seen in dresses like Denessa in a sharp emerald green.
Floral dresses range from big, bold designs to more delicate blooms seen in the
uber- feminine embroidered Prudence dress in blush pink or the monotone
sleeveless Botanical print dress, striking and elegant.

Powerful pieces that play with texture at Phase Eight suit the confident woman who
knows what she wants. Choose to dress up with glittering accessories for classic
glamour or pare down with relaxed layers and flats for a contemporary, laid-back
edge.
Kitten heels are big news at Chanii B Shoes this season, crafted from soft, luxurious
leathers. New for this spring is “Croisse”, a low kitten heel, delicate strappy shoe in
the most glorious spring colours; aqua / green and coral. Block colours are an
important seasonal theme. “Fashion” in blue and yellow is the perfect partner for a
bold bright spring outfit. Embrace the sport-luxe trend, with “Cordon” in sumptuous

red suede with a soft white crepe sole promising all day comfort. “Zliks” in natural
print is a casual sporty shoe with white rubber sole, neutral print and metallic leather
upper. Animal-inspired leathers are still hot news for spring, and Chanii B’s
“Delicieux” is an elegant and wearable shoe with a ruffle at the heel and metallic blue
snake-effect leathers making this shoe an iconic statement piece for spring.
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